SOLUTION BRIEF

Proofpoint Enterprise
Archiving
Providing Long-Term Information Retention,
Supervision and E-Discovery for the Digital Workplace
PRODUCTS
• Proofpoint Enterprise Archive
• Proofpoint E-Discovery Analytics
• Proofpoint Intelligent Supervision

KEY BENEFITS
• Deliver electronic communications from
a variety of sources to your archive
at scale
• Supervise communications efficiently
within your network and on third-party
platforms
• Discover relevant information for
litigation, internal investigations
and audits
• Retain communications in a secure,
accessible and compliant archive
• Provide proof of compliance

The pulse of your business beats digitally. Employee collaboration,
client communications, promotions and ads all flow through digital
channels. And it all needs to stay secure, compliant and ready for
legal requests.
Proofpoint Enterprise Archiving is a secure, modern, cloud-based repository. It helps
you streamline long-term retention, supervision, and e-discovery across:
• Leading messaging platforms
• Cloud-based file-shares
• Social media
• And more

KEEP UP WITH DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS
You’re dealing with more content, across more digital channels, than ever. More
employees are dispersed and working remotely. Today’s business communication
happens online and over multiple channels. At the same time, clients and prospects
expect to engage with you on social media and other digital platforms.
Legacy on-premises archiving tools are struggling to keep up with it all. The result:
more content, more content sources—and more headaches managing it.
Proofpoint Enterprise Archiving helps you gain control over this growing deluge of data
and maintain compliance more effectively and efficiently.

CAPTURE COMMUNICATIONS—EMAIL AND BEYOND
The Challenge: More Content Types
For many organizations, capturing and archiving businesses communications is a
compliance mandate. And to that end, you probably have an archive for email. But
how do you handle other content sources?
Many firms have poured IT resources into custom tools for bringing new content
sources into their archive. But these workarounds are less than ideal. They often miss
some content types and need a lot of upkeep.
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Our Solution: Broad Source Platform Support
Enterprise Archive has built-in connectors that can index more
than 500 file types. It helps you easily capture, store, search for,
and retrieve content from leading target sources such as:
• Email, including on-premises Microsoft Exchange servers and
Microsoft 365 (formerly Office 365)

RETAIN COMMUNICATIONS IN A SECURE AND
ORGANIZED ARCHIVE
The Challenge: Retaining Communications in a
Cloud-First World
To fully retain communications, you need an archive that is:

• Collaboration platforms such as Slack and Microsoft Teams

• Secure

• Social-media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn
and Instagram

• Accessible

SUPERVISE STRATEGICALLY WITH THE HELP OF TECHNOLOGY

Legacy on-premises tools struggle to keep up with today’s
cloud‑based content. Search speeds are often slow. Responding
to audit or e-discovery requests in a timely manner is a challenge.
And you may not be able to ensure your records are complete—
or prove it in an audit.

The Challenge: Scaling Supervision
In sectors such as financial services, you must supervise all
business communications. If your firm is growing, or simply
evolving, you need an archiving solution that scales with
you. With people and random sampling alone, you may miss
compliance issues that need your attention the most—and
waste time and money on low-risk items that don’t.
Enterprise Archive can help you surface issues that pose the
highest risk to help direct your efforts. It can also help you
quickly catch and remediate violations on social media and
other public channels—before they “go viral” and garner
unwanted scrutiny.

• Searchable

Our Solution: Easier Access, Fast Search,
Streamlined Review
Enterprise Archive
Enterprise Archive stores data securely in our innovative, gridbased, cloud storage infrastructure. That means easy access to
your data and near-real-time searches, making it faster and more
cost-effective to:
• Collect information
• Preserve it in a legal holds and e-discovery requests

Our Solution: Automation and Insight

• Export it for e-discovery and audits

Intelligent Supervision

E-Discovery Analytics

With Intelligent Supervision, you can meet supervision
requirements for email and other communications. We help
reduce the “noise” that takes up your time and resources.
Intelligent Supervision ignores pre-approved content, low‑risk
content (such as bulk mail), and threading conversations.
And its detailed dashboards offer insight that helps focus and
streamline your efforts. It highlights issues that pose the greatest
compliance risks and trends on how often violations occur. That
means your compliance team can spot violations faster and
more accurately.

With E-Discovery Analytics, you can improve your e-discovery
response time even further. Our dashboards and visualizations
help you to see patterns worth investigating. Case management
enables you to group e-discovery elements into cases so you
can monitor responses to e-discovery requests more effectively
and efficiently. Topic clustering and timeline graphing enable you
to define your search criteria more precisely. And technology
assisted review (TAR) helps streamline review and reduce
outside costs.

LEARN MORE
For more information, visit https://www.proofpoint.com/us/products/archiving-and-compliance/enterprise-archive.
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